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ABSTRACT
Crustal Evolution Education Project (CEEP) modules-%
were designed to: (1) provide students with the methods and results
of continuing investigations into thb composition, history, and
processes of the earth's crust and the application ofthis knowledge
to man's activities and (2'Y to be used by teachers with little or no
previous background in the modern theories of sea-floor spreading,
'continental drift, and plate tectonics. Each module consists of two
'booklets: a teqther's-guide and student invettigation. The teacher's
guide contains-all of the information 'present in the student
investigation booklet as well as: (1) a general introduction; (2)
prerequisite student background; (3) objectives; (4) list of required
materials; (5) background information; (6) suggested approach; (7)
procedure, suggesting two 45-minute clash periods; (8) summary
questions (with_ answers); (9) extension activities; and (10) list of
references. Two activities focus on fossil evidence supporting
continental drift. Students describe how paleontologists reco9struct-',
animals from smalf-bits of fossil evidence found inAntarctica, list
fossils making best climate indicators (and explain why), describe
climatic conditions in Antarctica 200-million years ago, and explain
possible /ocation of Antarctica in Cretaceous time ased pn fossil
here paleo ologidts might,
locations from several continents an
look for new 'fossil evidence. .(Ruth r/JN)
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.Welcome, to the exciting world of current research
into tne composition history and processes of the
earth s crust and the application of this knowledge
to an s activities The earth sciences are
currerlkly experiencing dramatic revolution in
d.ir ;inderstanqiug-of The way in which the earth
works C
modules are designed to bring into
ne
ssroom the methods and results of these
-.nuing investigations The Crustal Evolution
E',t,,eation Project began work in 1974 under
!nisi auspices of the National Association of
3eolbgy Teachers CEEP materials have been
ote,e,oped bl teams of science educators
assroom teachers and scientists Prior to
.r,licatict tne materials were field tested by
thar'200 teachers and over 12 000 students
Cirrent
evotution research is a breaking
s'ori that s' .1e"ts are v,ng through today

Teachers'and students alike have a unique
opportunity through CEEP modules to share in the
unfolding of these educationally important and
exciting advances CE4P modules are designed
to provide'students wit appealing firsthand
investigative experiences with concepts which are
at or cyst; to the frontiers of scientific Inquiry into
plate tectonics Furtnerrnore the CEEP modules(I
are designed to De used by teachers with little or
no previous background in the modern theories
of sea-floor soreading continental drift and plate

We knot that you will 'enjoy using CEEP
mod-lies ,h /our classroom Read on and be

-`

Drc:Darrfd !l; experience a renewed enthusiasm for
Ir'ar_Thng as you learn more about'the h,iing earth
;trier CEEP modules

About CEEP Modules...
Most CEEP -boo'iles consist of two.booklets a
Teacher s Guide and a Student Investigation The
Teacher s Guide contains ail tne information
ilHstrations n tne Student Investigation
,5 sect,ons printed in color intended only for tne
, teacher as well as answers to the questions that
are i-c-Jded in Me Student Investigation
I^ some modules there are illustrations that
appear o-iv in the Techer s Guide and these are
de.signated by figure letters instead of the number
seg :ence used in the Student Investigation
For some modules maps rulers and other
',--Omm'_)0 classroom maters is are needed and in

The material was prepared wit,the
support of National Science.Foiindation
Grant Nos SED 75-20151 SED 77-08539
and SED 78-25104 However any opinions
findings conclusions or recommendations(
expressed herein are those of the aulhor(s)
And do no9recessanly reflect the views
of
.

in arder to comply with U S Pudic Law
86 ewer i school district in the U S A
using these materials agrees to make
them available for inspection by parents or
guardians of children engaged in
educaljonal programs or projects of the
school-district

Copyright 1979
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iant,t.es according to the method of
Dresentatypn Read over the rrodule before
scheduling its use in class and refer to the list of
MATERIALS in tni0 module
Each module is individual and self-contained in
content but some are divided into two or.more
parts fOr n.onven.lence The recomn-rnded length
of time tc.ir each module is indicated Some modules
require prerequisite knowledge of some aspects
of basic eartn science. this is noted in the
Teacher 5 Guide

Tropics In Antarctica?
INTRODUCTION
The early understanding of global tectonics
was based upon physical evidence of the rocks
and the shape of the continents But what about
biological evidence? Complete remains of
ancient animals are scarce Usually only bones,
teeth and s'nells are preserved However, many
inferences can be made from incomplete remains
Many animals can be identified from very few

°
This activjty presents fossil evidence supporting
continental drift. The fossils of reptiles and
amphibians found in Antarctica helped convincs,
many scientists o&continental drift. Most
students are able to understand that amphibians
and reptiles require a warm, moist, tropical
/climate in which to live.,11 amphibian and reptile
fossils are found in Antarctica as well as other
continents where the climate is cold, those places
must have been in different locations and had
a different climate than-they do today.

overy small parts
If youiwefc looking for biological evidence of
the *nate 'of ntarctica, what type of fossils
would you look for What evidence would
convince you that climatic conditions were
different in Antarctica 200 million

Early expeditions fOund very little fossil evidence.
However, in 1969 a bone fragment found near
Beardmore Glacier, Antarctica, by Dr. Edwin
H. Colbert, started an extended research
effort dealing with fossil vertebrates. Comprehensive research in many fields is being
conducted by the United States, Russia, New
Zealand. Japan, Argentina, China; South Africa,
Norway and France.

years ago?

PREREQUISITE STUDENT BACKGROUND
Most students have the basic background in
earth science and biology to beable to complete
the activity. Knowledge of basic bone shapes,
size relationships, climatic and food reqUirentents
for the five` fassei of vertebrates-is desirable
for a good class discussion. Basic knowledge of
geography and plotting by latitude and longitude
is beneficial.

---

OBJECTIVES
After you have completed these actrities, you

r-

should be able to
1. Deicribe how 'paleontologists reconstruct
animals from small bits of fossil evidence
found in Antarctica
2. List the fossils that make the bdst climatic
indicators and explain why.
3. DeScribe the climatidconditidns in AntarctiCa
200 million years ago
4. Explain the possible location of Antdrctica
in Cretaceous time, based on fossil locations
from several continents.
5. Explain Where paleontologists might look for
new fossil evidence to support the-theory of .
continental drift. ,
,

.
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Tropics In Antarctica?
INTRODUCTION
This activity presents fossil evidence supporting
continental drift. The fossils of reptiles and
amphibians found in Antarctica helped convince
many scientists atcontinental drift. Most
students are able to understand that amphibians
and reptiles require a warm, moist, tropical
'climate in which to live.jf amphibian and reptile'
fossils are found in Antarctica as well as other
continents where the climate is cold, those places
must have been in different locations and had
a different climate than-they do today.
Early expeditions fOund very little fossil evidence.
However, in 1969 a bone fragment found near
Beardmor.e Glacier, Antarctica, by Dr. Edwin
H. Colbert, started an extended research
effort dealing with fossil vertebrates. Comprehensive research in many fields is being
conducted by the United States, Russia, New
Zealand, Japan, Argentina, China; South Africa,
Norway and France.

The early understanding of global tectonics
was based upon physi.cal evidence of the rocks
and the shape of the continents But what about
biological evidenCe? Complete remains of
ancient animals are scarce Usually only bones,
teeth and shells are preserved However, many
inferences can be made from incomplete remains
Many animals can be identified from very fe'w
orvery small parts
If you/wer-e looking for biological evidence of
the *nate *of Vntarctica, what type of fossils
would you look for? What evidence would
convince you that climatic conditions were
different in Antarctica 200 million
years ago?

PREREQUISITE STUDENT BACKGROUND
Most students have the basic background in
earth science and biology to be'able lo complete
the activity. Knowledge of basic bone shapes,
size relationships, climatic and food reqUirenlents
for the five tlassei of 'vertebrates.is desirable
for a good class discussion. Basic knowledge of
geography and plotting by latitude and longitude
is beneficial.
=
OBJECTIVES
After you have completed these activities, you

should be able to
1. Deicribe how 'paleontologists reconstruct
animals from small bits Of fossil evidence
found in AntarctNa
2. List the fossils that make the best climatic
indicators and explain why,
3. Describe the climatidconditicins in Antarctica
200 million years ago
4. Explain the possible location of Antaictica
in CretaceouS time, based on fossil locations
from several continents.
5. Explain Where paleontologists might look for
new fossil evidence to support tbelheory of
continental drift

4
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MATERIALS
Map, The Physical World, Aational geographic
Society, Educational ServicesoDepartment 79,
Washington, D.C. 20036one for each classroom.
Bones from several skeletonsfor class demonstration. Be sure to-have several bones that
students may recognize easily and some that
they will not. Cow bones and chicken bones
will be the easiest to.'obtain.
Colored pencils

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
identifil from very few or very small parts.
Climate is especially ifnportant in determining
what kinds of plants and animals are present at

Most of the early evidence for continental drift
was geologically based. The need for supportirt13
biological evidence was necessary before
the continental drift theory could be accepted.
Fossil evidente usually can only be found in
sedimentary rocks, therefore, only certain locations
are suitable for field work. Climatic and terrain
conditions in Antarctica must have discouraged
many early explorers.

a, particular location. Fossils help us make interpretations about the type of climate during
the Triassic Period. Reptiles and amphibians
are particularly sensitive to climatic con itions
due to their inability to regulate bod emperature
internally. Similar rock series are fo d on all
three continents, and.the fossil assemblages are
similar on all three continents. Some gaps do
exist, but it is expected that these gaps will
be filled after more field research has been done.

More and more fossil evidence continues to
be collected in Soutli Arherica, Africa and
Antarctica. Fossils give some idea of what animals
were like many years ago. Animals may be

SUGGESTED APPROACH

.7--_------:-__L--=----,--,-.

,
In PART B"he students work together or
individually on a worksheet type of activity. For
this section you must hold a post-activity discuision. In this discussion emphasize the answers
to the SUMMARY QUESTIONS.,

In PART A show different animal bones to the
students. The intent is to demonstrite that our
knowledge'of living animals is helpful in
predicting the animal from which a single bone
came. Also, help the students recognize that
some animals (cold-b oded ones in pirticular)
are useful for interpreting past climatic conditions. A meaningful pre-activity discussion
will "make" this lesson.

PROCEDURE
PART A. How'can we identify fossils?'
Students will identify bones and tell from which
animal the bones came.
Key words: vertebrate, Lystrosaurus, extant
Time required: one 45-minute period
Materials: bones from several skeletons

=

The students will look at several bones one at
a time and try to hypotesize from what animal
they came and which bones of the skeletons they
are. As students answer which bone it is, ask
why they are givirrg the answers they do. For
instance, "What are the characteristics of a neck
bone, leg bone, etc?" They may say that the
size or shape is, familiar or "I've seen It before."
Epcourage students to have several hypotheses
for the first few bones. After the last bone
pas been shown and all students recognize it,
See if the students can hypothesize what part
of the skeleton is represented in Figure 1 and yhy
they think so.

5
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1. Look at the bones your teacher displays and
try to identify 1) the animal or animals they came
from; and 2) what bones they are You may
have more than one hypothesis.
HYPOTHESIS
Animals based on.
first bone.
1.

EVIDENCE

a. What bone?

,'

2

3

second bone 1

b. What bone?

2

3

third bone.

c What bone?

1

2. What was the basis of your.hypotAeses'?

Whe'n you see a fossil bone of a kind you
know and have seen many times before, the
identification is easy. This is how paleontologists
recognize fossils in the field.

1

ti

.

Figure 1, is a right maxilla with a tusk, representing a small animal. Most students recognize
that the-bone fragment is part of a skull. However,
it takes,some imagination antkwillingness on
the part of.the student to accept a poor fit
In order to place the bone fragment in the correct
position (see Figure 2). The bone fragment is
not a perfect fit because we do not have a
complete skull of Lystrosaurus from Anitarctica.
Therefore; we compare the fragment and the
fit to a Lystrosaurut skull from South Africa.
To answer questions 3 through 8, the students
will have to lOok at the skull closely to see
that it has nokteeth except the tusks. In answering
questions 4, 5, and 6, the students will have to
make-guesses. However; by selected questioning
you can turn their gulssses Into good hypotheses.
=.-

The skull tooki.too farge.and heavy to'be a bird,
therefore, It must be a reptile or amphibian.
The most common modern reptile with-no teeth,
and a similar mouth, is a turtle. Although
,

Lystrosaurus and turtles are bJh reptiles,
they are not closely related reptiles. Students
may suggest that the bone fragment it from.a
mammal. Point out that this fragment was found
in rocks of Triassic age and mammals ofathi size
didn't appear on earth until many millions o
years later.
The choice of food should be made based on the
skull with no teeth. The question for the use of
the tusk may be raised at this point. Some
elementary classification can be explained here
showing there are five classes of vertebrates.
The environmental requirementt of the five
classes should be discussed, as follows: fish only
In water; amphibians In water and on land;
reptiles on land and In water; birds on land, in
water and air; and mammals on hind, In water
and air. Fill, amphibians and reptiles are
the most restricted as to climate. Reproduction,
body temperature and food are three of the
limitations that relate closely to climate: This
-section can be taken as far as time or knowledge
1

allows.
3

.t.

.0

.

The bone fragment in Figure 1 wakfOund in
1969 in the general yicinity of the,Bardmore
Glacier, Antardtica, at a locality known as
Coialsack Bluff. A team of research scientists
led by Dr. Edwin H. Colbert 14,verit toAntarcticar in
1969 and 1970 to try to find vertebrate fossil
evidence to support the theory of continental
drift. (Vertebrate animals are those with a
spinal coluinn.)
3. What part 'of the animal does the piece seem
to come from?
The skull; the fossil piece has a tusk.
If you don't knot, 16ok at Figure 2. Thrs is the
actual fize skull a f Lystrosaurus, a Triassic
reptile.

.01
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Trace and cut out the fossil bone in Figure 1
and try to fit the piede in the proper location on
#
theskull in Figure 2

o

4. How long do you think* the animal would be,
based upon the size-of the skull?
The skull in thes drawing is actual size. Most
students will se, "small. dog" size.

k

5. What do you think Lystrosaurus would have
eaten?

.:.

Since the skull has no teeth, the animal probably
ate vegetation like a turtle.
6. What might be a similar extant (still living)
relative, based upon ttle jkull?
A turtle
.
...f
7. Which groups (classes) of an, als are
limited to certain environments?
a) amphibians
b) reptiles
i

I

T

f

--,....,

c) fish
8. Why are these groups,of animals limited to
these places? (Base your answers on your
knowledge of modern animals of the sarneitype )
Amphibians, reptiles and fish are cold-blooded
animals. This means they have no internal
control of their body temperature. These animals
.have approximately the same temperature as
their surroundings. Therefore, they are limited to
I
a narrow "temperature-niche" in the
environment.

..
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Figure t. Reproduction of the first vertebrate
'fossil t?o,ne found in Antarctica.
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Figure 2. Fossil skull of Lystrpsaurus found
in South Africa.
The outline of the skull fragment from Figure
is shown.
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PROCEDURE
PART B: What animals were found in
Antarctica? Where was Antarctica long ago?
Studpritl will plot known fossil locations. on
the map, using longitude and latitude. The
students will be asked to compare the present
location of the;ontinentS with the locations
during the-Triassic Period.

Table 1.
Fossil locations

LYSTF4St URUS

Key words: none.
Time required: one 45-minute period
Materials. map, The Physical World, and colored

Reptile

CYNOGNATHUS

Reptile

RHYTIDOS101DS

Worksheet 1 shows thQ presumed positions of
Laurasia and ondwanaland in the early

Tnassic Pen d Take 1 is a litt of fossil locations
of several re tiles and amphibians that have
been found to date Plot the locations on the map,
using a different col& and shape for each
fauna.

60° N.
60° N

90° E.

50°S

10°
10°
50°

10° E.

50°E.

.

Amphibian 50°
4ess

CHIROTHERIUM

Reptile

20° S.
/5-0-4S
50° N

OTHER. TRIASSIC
DICYNODONTS

Reptile

40°S.

1. What general "patterns" do you see in thev,
locations of the fossils?
Lystrosaurus and other Triassic dicynodonts
are widely distributed. Cynognathus and
rhytidostoids are confined to a narrow latitude
zone south of the equator. There are more
fossil locations south of the equator.

Now, pretend you are a paleontologist. We
know that Lystrosaurus (a reptile) lived in
a certain kind of climate. We know sphere fossil
evidence of Lystrosaurus has been found

2. Would you look for Lystrosaurus fossils in
Australia? Yes in South America? Yes

3. On which other continents might you find
fossils of Cynognathus? Africa and
,

-

4. What are sorpe other possible locations
(continents) of rhytidostoid amphibians?
South America and Australia
5. Which group of fossils is spread over the
greatest area on the map?
Lystrosaurus
6. Which group of fossils is limited to the
smallest area?
Cynognathus
7. What type of climate do you think existed

In Antarctica during the Triassic Period,'
based ckn the fossils found there?
Warm, moist clifttate

Look at a world map and draw arrows on
Worksheet 1 to show the direction the landmasses
N44\
had to move to arrive at today's location.

90° E
20° E

. 30° E.

3&°

60° N
50° N.
50° N

es

5° W.
20° E.
60° E.

50° E.

20°W.

When students are drawing the arrows to show
possible movement of the continents, you
may want to use the length of the arrow to show
the relative distance moved, but this isn't
necessary. Some students may rate the question
for the location of today's tropics, 20° North
and South latitude. This can lead to a very
,good discussion about the modifying effect the
position and size of the landmasses have
on climate (no polar ice caps, ocean currents,
wind patterns, etc.) Most paleontologists agree
the tropics could have extended to 60° North and
South Latitude during the Triassic Period.

8. Which continents moved the most?
Antarctica, India
9. phich continents moved the least?
Africa, Asia

10. In general, were the continents getting closer
together or moving farther apart?
Moving farther apart
11. Which continent's climate would have
changed the, most?
Antarctica

12. Which continent's climate would hay.e
changed the least?
South America or Africa
13. Judging-from fossil evidence presented ink,
this module, was the climate warmer and wetter
at the South Pole before continental drift
or wasfhtarctica closer to the equator?
Considering fossil evidence, we assume
Antarctica was closer to the equator.

9

6

.

20°e.

20°S

Look at the locations of all the fossils.

South America.

Longitude

40° S.

pencils

/

Latitude
60°S.
50°S
30°S

:-

.

.

.

I

LAURASIA

.--

X

0

jrIII-

60°

X

X

Europe

North America

40'

20"
II,

Africa

.1--

0-

--e.

South America
India

Australia

...A

X

GONDWANALAND

X
X

III

20'

-

40'

A
A

0

\-----" rAntarctrca

60'

l

.

.

400

00

200

11'

'

20'

400

80

600

Lystrosaurus 0

Chirothenum

Cynognythus

Dicynodont

1000

X

Rhytidostord A

ke

Answer Sheet 1

(PART B)
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SUMMARY QUESTIONS
1. How can plant And animal fossils prove
anything about continental drift?
The fossils of plants and animals provide clues
to the environment in which they lived. If
the environment where they are found is different
from that in which they could live, we assume
that the continents drifted. This is a simpler.
assumption than to say the climate
changed in that location.

2. When we "go back" to the life of 200 million
years ago, why do we think of reptiles
and amphibians instead of mammals?
Mammals did not develop until later in
geologietime.
REFERENCES
Colbert, E.H , 1971,'Tetrapods and continen
The Quarterly Review of Biology, v. 46,
p 259 -269.
Colbert, E H 1974, Lystrosaurus from Antarctica.,
American Museum Novitates, no 2535
(Mar. 4), p 14-43.
.
Colbert, E H., 1976, Fossils and the drifting
continents. gos'sils, V. 1, no. 1 (May), p. 5-22.
,
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3. Could Lystrosaurus move rom one continent
to another if the continents w ere separated
by the ocean'? Why or why no t?
No. Lystrosaurus was not capa Ole of moving
long distances in Ocean water..
if you were the leader of the next -expedition,
where,would you look, and wha would you
look for, as further evidence of c ontinental
All of the fossils identified in this activity could
become the target of search on the other
continents. However, the southern hemisphere
continents would be the best place s to"took.
The researchers would try to find f ssit
assemblages that match on each co ntinent.
4.
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Continents And Ocean Basins: .
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Crustal Movement: A Major Force
In Evolution
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order Each Module is designed for use in
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of CEEP Modules to standard earth science
texttlrooks, consult Ward's descriptive
literature on CEEP The Catalog Numbers
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Guide and 30 copies of the Student
investigation See Ward s descriptive
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INTRODUCTION

C6

The early understanding of global tectonics
was based upon physical evidence of the rocks
and the shape of the continents. But what about
biological evidence'? Complete remains of
ancient arlimalstare scam?. Usually only bones,
teeth and shells and preserved. Howevel., many
inferences can be made from incomplete remains.
Many animals can be identified from very few
or very small parts

If you were looking for biological evidence of
the climate'of Antarctica, what type of fossils
would you look for'? What evidence would I?
convince you that climatic conditions were
in Antarctica 200 million
1st f{different
ye,ars ago?

OBJECTIVES
After you have completed these activities, you
,should be able to:
1. 'Describe how paleontologists reconstruct
animals from small bits of fossil evidence
found in Antarctica.
2. List the fossils that make the best climatic
indicators and explain why.

3. Describe the climatic conditions in Antarctica
200 million years ago.
4. Explain the possible location of Antarctica
in Cretaceous time, based on fossil locations
from several continents.
5. Explain where paleontologists might look for
new fossil evidence to support the theory of
,continental drift.
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PROCEDURE
PART A: How can we identify fossils?
Materials: bones from several skeletons
1. Look at the bones your teach r displays and
try to identify 1) the animal or a imals they came.
from, and 2) what bones they ar . You may
have more th-an one hypothesis.
HYPOTHESIS
Animals based on:
1
first bone:

EVIDENCE

a What bone?

'
b. What bone?
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3.
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° second bone

1

2.
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c. What bone?

2. What was the basis of your hypotheses?
When you see a fossil bone of a kind you
know and have seen many times before,'the
identification is easy. This is how paleontologists
recognize fossils in the field.

The bone fragment in Figure 1 was found in
1V9 in the general vicinity of the Beardmore
Glacier, Antarctica, at a locality known as
Coalsack Bluff. A team of research scientists
led by Dr Edwin
Colbert went to Antarctica in
1969 and 1970 to fry to find vertebrate fossil
evidence to support the theory of continental
drift. (Vertebrate animals are those with a
spinal colurolt )
3. What part of the animal does the piece seem
to come from

If you don't know., look at Figure 2. This is the
actual sizIskull of Lystrosaurus a Triassic
reptile

/

third bone

1

5. What do you think Lystrofaurus would have
eaten?

6. What might be a similar extant (stil) living)
relative, based upon the skull?

7. Which groups (classes) of animals are
limited to certain environments?

8. WIefeehese groups of animals limited to
these places? (Base your answers on ypur
knowledge of modern griimals of the same type.)

Trace and cut out theiossil bone in Figure 1
and try to fit the piece in the proper location on
the skull in Figure 2.
4. How long do you think the animal would be,
based upon the size of the skull?
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Figure 1. Reprbduction of the first vertebrate
fossil bone found in Antarctica
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Figure 2. Fossil skull of Lystrosaurus found
:iD South Africa.
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PROCEDURE
PART
What animalsWere found in
Antarctica? Where was.Antarctica- long ago?
Materials ,rnap, The Physical World, and colored
pencils

'

Worksheet 1: shows the presumed positiohs of
Laurasia and GOndwanaland in the-early
Triassic Period. Table 1 is a list of fossil locations .
of 'several reptiles-and amphibians that have
been fotind to date. Plot the Iodations on the map,
using a different color and shape for each
fauna
...Look at the lOcatiOns of all the fossils

Table 1.
Fossil locations

LYSTROSAURUS

CYNOGNATI-TUS

RHYTIDOSTOIDS

1. What general "patterns" do you see in the
locatiOns of the fossils?
CHIROTHERIUM

OTHER TRIASSIC
DICYNODONTS
c9
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Now, pretend you are a paleontologist. We
know that Lystrosaurus (a reptile) lived in
* a certain kind of climate. We know where fossil'
evidence of Lystrosaurus hasbeen found

Longitude

Latitude
Reptile
60°S.
50°S.
30°S.
60°N.
60°N.
Reptile
50°S.
40°S
Amphibian 50°S.
x 40°S
20°S
50°S
Reptile
50°N
Reptile
40°S
35°S

40°E.
10°E.
50°,E.

90°E.
80°E.
10°W.
10°E.
50°E.
20°E.
90°E
20°E.
30°E.
5°W.
20°E

20° SAL

60°-E--

60°1
50° N

90°E

50°N

20°W.

50° E

__look at a world map and draw arrows-on

Worksheet 1 to show the direction the landmasses
had to move to arrive it today's location.

8. Which continents moved the most

2. Would you look.for Lystrosaurus fossils in
Australia?
in South America?

3. On.which other continents might you find
.fossils of Cynognathus9
and

9. Which continents moved the least?

4. What are some other possible locations
(continents) of rhytidostoid amphibians?

10. In gerieral, werecthe continents getting closer
together or moving farther apart?

and

5. Which group of fossils is spread over the
greatest area on thie map?

6. Which group of fossils is limited to the
smallest area?

7. What type of climate do you think existed
in Antarctica during the Triassic Period,
based on the fossils lound there?

11. Which continent's climate would have
changed the most?

12. Which continent's climate would have
changed the least?

13. Judging from fossil evidence presented in
this module, was the climate warmer and wetter
at the South Pole before continental drift
or was Antarctica closer to the equator?
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Worksheet 1

(PART B)
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SUMMARY QUESTIONS
1. How can plant and animal fossils prove
anything about continental drift?

3. Could Lystrosaurus move from one conti nent
to another if the continents were separated
by the ocean? Why or why not?

A

2. When we_"go back" to the life of 200 million
years ago, why do we Think of reptiles
and amphibians instead of mammals?

If you were the leader of the next expedition,
where would you look, and what would you
look for, as further evidence of continental drift?
4.
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